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THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF SPORT
Most people believe, to some extent at least, that there is a complementary relationship between a healthy
mind and a healthy body. Throughout the ages many philosophers have maintained that vigorous physical activity
builds character and develops citizenship. as well as contributing to physical well-being. But, according to
Sports Illustrated, this reasoning has not been applied equally for women and men:
Sports may be good for people, but they are considered a lot gooder [sic] for
male people than for female people.3
The Victorian image of women as physically weak led most early educators to downplay physical activity for
It was the women's colleges -- Vassar, Wellesley, Goucher -- which first encouraged women to engage In
vigorous exercise, apparently on the theory that women could do their best mental work only If it were balanced
by physical activity. Also, the founders of these colleges felt that it was necespary to disprove claims that
women did not have the physical ability or stamina needed for a college education. ,
women.

Sport and athletic programs for women have traditionally focused on instruction and lifetime sports. In
general, competitive athletic prograks have grown out of physical education programs. Much of the tradition for
men in sport and athletic programs, however, has been tied to competitive athletic programs. Although these two
traditions are not necessarily contradictory, they have oftentimes led to the development of programs for women
and men which are strikingly different.
This paper attempts to address issues of concern to people interested in
sport, no matter what their specific orientation.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS WOMEN IN SPORT
Athletics is a sensitive issue for many people. Because athletics reflect cultural norms, they have tended
to perpetuate sex stereotypes and myths aboJt what is "right" for men and what is "right" for women. Men are
"supposed to be" strong and aggressive, both physically and emotionally, while women are "supposed to be" weak
and passive.
Women have not been encouraged to participate in athletics at least partly because the traits associated with athletic excellence -- achievement, self-confidence, aggressiveness, leadership, strength, swiftness -are often seen as being in "contradiction" with the rote of women. As a Connecticut judge stated In a 1971 decision that denied women the right to participate on a cross country team:
The present generation of our younger male population has not become so decadent that
boys will experience a thrill In defeating girls In running contests, whether the girls
be members of their own team or an adversary team... Athletic competition builds character in our boys. We do not need that kind of character in our girls, the women of
tomorrow....5
Jack Scott, former Athletic Director at Oberlin College, tormented on the attitude

towards women In athletic

circles:

As any male athlete knows, there is nothing worse than being called "feminine" when he
makes a mistake in athletics, especially in a contact sport....[M]ale athletes from
12-year old kids to 36-year old professional football players have had tears brought
to their eyes by that kind of "condemnation."6
In contrast, comparing a female athlete to a man is seen by many as the highest compliment.
of Micki King, one of the finest divers in the world, wanted to compliment her:

When the coach

[ft]...made the remark that she dives like a man....So quite clearly, what Micki King did
was dive correctly; and this was labeled the "masculine way."7

Attitudes such as these are difficult to overcome. Sometimes women compare the discrimination that they
have faced in sport to the discrimination that blacks have faced. Although these two types of discrimination
are obvIN:sly not identical, there are some similarit;es. Just as men's teams have refused to compete with women,
white teams once refused to compete with blacks.

2

Myths die slowly. Although some societies have encouraged women to sport more than others, there have always
been vigorous women. The great bull-leaping acrobats of the Minoan culture were women. Etruscan and Spartan
women and men trained together. Egyptian and Greek legends credit women with the invention of ball games. Henry VII
complained of the expense of keeping Anne Boleyn In archery equipment.8

The attitudes that people have about women in sport influence the total athletic opportunities that are
available to women -- the funding of their programs, the adequacy of their facilites and equipment, the employment conditions of their teachers and coaches, etc.

THE LEGAL MANDATE FOR EQUALITYFOR WOMEN STUDENTS IN SPORT
The legal mandate for equal atiAetic opportunity regardless of sex comes from Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972.
The key section of Title IX, which became effective on July I, 1972, reads:
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation
In, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.9
All educational institutions which receive any federal money are covered by the anti-discrimination provisions
of Title IX.
Virtually every college and university receives some form of federal financial assistance. Although
there are some exemptions from non-discriminatory admissions, Title IX requires all educational Institutions to
provide equal opportunities to their students regardless of sex once they are admitted.
The Implications of Title IX for the issue of equality in sport (as well as for a variety of other issues)
Interestingly, although the Education Amendments Act was hailed os landmark education legislation, the sex discrimination prohibitions were generally ignored by the press and little noted by the educational
community.

are considerable.°

Title IX empowers the government to withdraw funds, debar institutions from eligibility for future funds and
to bring suit against institutions which discriminate against students or employees on the basis of sex. The
enforcement provisions of Title IX are patterned after those of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination against the beneficiaries of federal monies (students) on the basis of race, color or national
origin.
Title IX (like Title VI) is enforced b; the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. Charges of discrimination may be brought by writing to the HEW 'Secretary, specifying the nature of the
discrimination.
Although (as of April 1974) the implementing regulations were not issued, Title IX has been In effect since
July 1972. HEW's Office for Civil Rights, which has jurisdictional power over Title IX, had not fully decided
(as of April 1974) exactly how Title IX would apply to some aspects of sports and athietic programs.
Despite this,
a number of complaints of sex discrimination in sport and other areas have already been filed. For example, women
students have filed complaints of sex discrimination against the University of Michigan and the University of
Wisconsin concerning the athletic and sports programs.
Prior to the enactment of Title IX, charges of discrimination In sports programs could only be brought
under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. Perhaps the most common challenge
under the Fourteenth Amendment has been by women who were prohibited from participating on "male" teams by the rules
or regulations of an athletic conference or association."
In most instances, there were no parallel female teams.
In all probability many future complaints of sex discrimination in sport will be brought under both Title IX and the
Fourteenth Amendment.
The existence of state laws,or rules and regulations of an Athletic association,which permit or require
lifferent treatment based on sex is not a defense to cirarges bro:Ot either under Title IX or the Fourteenth Amendment.
In accordance with the concept of federal supremacy, the obligation to comply with federal law supercedes' the
obligation to comply with state law or regulations of private associations (such as athietic associations or conferences).

Federal law does not presume to dictate what specific philosophy or practices an 1-stitution must follow concerning sport. This is an educational decision which belongs to those who formulate educational policy at an

3

Institution.
Federal law does re uire, however
that once a hilosophy or practice Is determinedi_it be applied
equally regardless of sex and t at
t not
ave a disproportionate
on one sex.

It would be equally legal, for example, for a college to have no competitive athletic program whatsoever or to
have an extensive competitive athletic program, so long as the policies were applied equally regardless of sex.
Many aspects tf sport at the college level -- especially male competitive athletics -- are coming under increasing scrutiny and criticism. For example, the American Council on Education has recently sponsored a preliminary study of the educational, economic, legal, moral, political, and sociological aspects of Intercollegiate
athletics in an effort to Identify problem areas and formulate recommendations to alleviate these problems. Challenges
and questions to the philosophy and operations of college athletic programs are coming from a variety of sources
and can be expected to lead to significant changes.
Certainly some of these changes will be caused by an effort to
eliminate discrimination against women In sport.

WHAT CONSTITUTES EQUALITY FOR WOMEN IN NON-COMPETITIVE PROGRAMS?
Non-competitive and instructional programs in general include programs in which participation is not based
on skill.
This would, for example, include all physical education and instructional classes, recreational oppor-

tunities and most inaamural and club sports.I2
Discrimination in non-competitive (as well as competitive) programs Is widespread. To some extent at least,
this Is a potential problem area on virtually every coeducational campus in the country. To illustrate the pervasiveness of the problem, each of the following sections begins with actual examples of how discrimination might
manifest itself on campus. Although the examples are real-life, the institutions at which they occurred are not
named.I3

INSTRUCTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND MIXED PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES

At a prestigious private institution the women's and men's physical education departments
were separate and the instructional courses available to female and male students varied
considerably.
For example, women could not take wrestling and men could not take self
defense or volleyball.
At a southern state university female students could not take coaching courses for
credit, with the result that they were not "qualified" to coach teams.
Many physical educators and women's groups argue that there is no justification for single-sex non-competitive
or instructional programs.
Under Title IX,
the lack of duplicate facilities
(such as locker rooms and
bathrooms) could not be used as a reason for excluding one sex or the other. Bathroom and locker room space
may have to be reallocated, but in any event Title IX would not require women and men to undress in front of one
another or to share the same bathroom at the same time.
Because of different interest patterns between women and men, it is likely that some instructional classes will
continue to be made up primarily of members of one sex.
However, women's groups are urging institutions to take
care to assure that classes which are primarily male not receive preference over classes which are primarily female
In such areas as facilities and equipment, scheduling of classes, or teacher competence.
Many college physical education majors are preparing to become elementary or secondary school physical education
instructors and/or coaches.
In some institutions the credentials that women can acquire in college for this Job are
more limited than those a male can acquire. For example, women may be prohibited from taking coaching courses
either at all or for academic credit. Or a semester of a 'Wale" sport (such as flag football) may be required as
a prerequisite for a coaching course.
The result Is that, upon graduation, she is not "qualified" to coach teams and
is effectively barred from a common career ladder -- that from physical education instructor, to coach, to head
of the athletic department, to mid-level administrator, to principal. Policies which prohibit one sex from taking
courses which develop their skills would have the lingering effect of limiting future job opportunities and would
be a violation of Title IX.
Some women's groups are stressing that institutions be on guard not to offer courses which might have the effect
of dis,,riminating against women. For example, If an institution offered coaching instruction only for predominately
male sports, it might leave itself vulnerable to criticism and charges from women's groups.

SEX-BASED REQUIREMENTS FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS

At an Ohio liberal arts college women majoring in physical education must take
a service course each term. There is no similar requirement for men.
Some Institutions have different requirements for majors in physical education for their female and male
students. A different number of courses may be required of female and male students, a different grade point
average may be required for graduation or graduation with honors, the selection of courses required or offered
may be different, etc.
Whatever the difference, It seems clear that such sex based differentiations violate
Title IX.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION

At a Pennsylvania college women must show proficiency in two sports In order to
gracWate. Men need only to show proficiency in one sport.
Different requirements for graduation for female and male students may take a variety of forms.
Men, but not women, may be able to exempt required physical education courses by taking
a skills test.
Male, but not female, varsity athletes may be exempted from physical education classes.
Men, but not women, may receive academic credit for participating in intercollegiate
athletics.
Women, but not men, may be able to fulfill their physical education requirement by
taking su,h courses as square dancing, bowling or archery.
Whatever the form of the difference,

it

is clear that such sex-based differences are a violation of Title IX.

Institutions which allow students to exempt their physical education requirements by excelling on a fitness
test may well be faced with a dilemma.
For reasons of physiology and training
it is likely that male students will
in general score higher on these tests than female students. A test which failed a disproportionately large number
of women might be found discriminatory under Title IX.

INTRAMURAL PROGRAMS

At a major state university, women were prohibited from participating In any of the five
team sports In the "All Campus Division Program." They could only compete In the individual
or dual sports.
It is common for intramural programs to provide more opportunities for men than women, regardless of the Interest
of women In participating. Many women's groups stress that strong intramural programs for women can serve an
"affirmative action" function -- that is, they can provide women with the opportunity to develop athletic skills
that they did not develop earlier because of lack of facilities, training or encouragement.

RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

At one Ohio institution a woman could not use the handball courts unless a male signed
up for her.
At a large midwestern university, the intramural pool was specifically reserved for
"Faculty, Administrative Staff and Male Students" for approximately two hours each
day.
That Is, this was a time for men only.
Providing different or greater recreational or leisure sport activities for members of one sex might prompt
charges of sex discrimination. Students might challenge this under Title IX, while employees might challenge the
practice as a discriminatory fringe benefit under employment legislation.
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WHAT CONSTITUTES EQUALITY FOR WOMEN IN COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS?
The disparities between opportunities for women and men in competitive athletics are often even more pronounced than the disparities in non-competitive athletics. Although these differences exist for a variety of reasons,
tt appears that they will be closely examined In determining if ao institution is complying with the requirements
of Title IX.
In general "competitive athletics" refers to athletic teams for which selection Is based on competitive skill.
This might include programs at the varsity, junior varsity, freshman, or (in some instances) the intramural and
club level. As used in this paper, the term competitive athletics includes the activities that are commonly referred
to as intercollegiate athletics.

PHYSIOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SEXES

It has sometimes been argued that vigorous physical .1ctivity renders women sterile or otherwise damages them.
This belief, as well as a number of more subtle myths, has certainly been disproven.
These myths include the
following:
MYTH

Participation In athletics might damage a woman's reproductive organs.
In fact, many gynecologists believe that vigorous activity improves the muscular support in the pelvic area.
The uterus Is one of the most shock resistant internal organs and considerably more
protected than male genitalia.

MYTH

Athletic activity causes menstrual problems and impedes menstrual regularity.
the reverse appears to be true.

MYTH

Women can't reach peak performance during menstruation.
In fact, although there is
a great deal of variability among women, women Olympic athletes have on competitions
and broken records during all stages of their menstrual cycles.

MYTH

Female bones are more fragile than male bones.
not more fragile.

MYTH

Women are more likely to be injured in sports.
In fact, the injury rate per participant is
lower for girls than boys in both contact and non-contact sports.

MYTH

Females should not play contact sports because they might damage their breasts.
In fact,
medical and athletic authorities argue that breast protectors could be designed for women,
just as various protective equipment has been designed for men's organs.

MYTH

Women who engage in strenuous athletics develop bulging muscles.
In fact, given the same
amount of exercise, the deyelopment of bulging muscles depends primarily on the amount of

In fact,

In fact, they are on the average smaller,

male hormone a person has."
Before puberty, males and females are nearly identical in their physical abilities.
Tests of strength, muscular
endurance, cardiovascular endurance and motor performance show few differences between the sexes up to this age.
Beyond that age, however, the male becomes considerably stronger, possesses greater muscular and cardiovascular
endurance and is more proficient in almost all motor skills.
These differences increase in magnitude with time, and
the female tends to plateau between the ages of ten and fourteen. According to Dr. Jack WIlmore, however:
Recent evidence
indicates that these differences may be more of an artifact
of social or cultural restrictions imposed on the female either at or Just prior to
the outset of menarche, than .a result of true biological differences in performance
potential between the sexes.'5
.

.

.

A major physiological difference between adult women and men is that men on the average are larger and heavier
than women.
The average woman, on the other hand, is more flexible and has better balance. Women in sport point
out that most sports emphasize and reward traits In which men tend to excel.
Averages can be misleading. Although a superbly fit adult female may be at a real disadvantage competing with
a superbly fit adult male in athletic contests which depend primarily on speed and strength, she might well outperform an average male.
In the words of Dr. Thomas E. Shaffer:
...while there are very significant sex-related differences between males and
females, it should be born in mind that there are undoubtedly greater differences
between the third and the 97th percentile in each sex than there are differences
between the average female and the average male in terms of physical performance.16
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In other words, all men are not superior to all women in all athletic skills.
There is a good deal of
overlap In ability between the sexes, so that a sizable number of women outperform a number of men.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

At an Ivy League college the women's crew team was given inferior equipment
because the coach of the men's team did not believe that women could handle
the newer, better shells. At another eastern college, the crew coach authorized the use of funds designated for both the female and male teams to
purchase a shell designed for men only, rather than for a shell both sexes
could readily use.
When the new gym was built, the old gym was "retired" to the women.
Generally there are great differences between the facilities and equipment available for women's and men's
competitive athletics, even for the same sports.
For example:
The women's teams may get the "left over" equipment from the men's teams or they
may get the old equipment when the men's teams get new equipment.
Uniforms may be provided for the male team only, or the uniforms for the male
team may be more elaborate.
The women may have inferior gym or locker room facilities.
The equipment for the male team may be of a higher quality or they may have more
"backup" or practice equipment.
Equipment (such as practice uniforms, tennis rackets) may be provided for male,
but not female, teams.
All of these practices are likely to be challenged under Title IX. Many institutions are beginning to evaluate
the equipment and facilities to assure that there Is no disparity based on sex.

PROVISION OF MEDICAL AND TRAINING FACILITIES AND SERVICES

The university health service provides team doctors for varsity athletics for
men, but not women.
tio At a private eastern university, members of the male football team ate at a
"training table" which featured high protein food.
No similar provisions were
made for any female athlete.

At a west coast state university, certain insurance programs are available to men
athletes only.
A woman athlete who injured her knee could not use the ultrasonic machine available for therapy of male athletes.
An institution which provided such differential services (including insurance coverage) to male, but not
female, athletes would leave itself vulnerable to charges of sex discrimination under Title IX.

SCHEDULING OF GAMES AND PRACTICE TIMES

The women's varsity basketball team at an ex-women's college had difficulty practicing because they were allowed to use the gym only when the men's teams did not want
to use it.

The women's swimming team at one elite eastern school had to practice on week nights
after dinner because no other time was made available for the women to practice.
Routinely giving priority to teams of one sex in scheduling of games or practices might well be considered
a violation of Title IX.
For example, all of the following may be called into question under the law:
Assigning male teams to the most desirable seasons of the year and times of day to
compete and/or practice.
Allowing male teams longer practice sessions, at the expense of practice sessions
for female teams.
Giving varsity teams priority use of facilities if there are substantially more men
than wome,
compete at the varsity level.
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To resolve these problems, female and male teams could, for example, alternate days (with the women using
the facilities on Monday and Wednesday, the men on Tuesday and Thursday and both on Friday and Saturday). Likewise, they could alternate "desirable" and "undesirable" times (so that, for example, neither team always played
on a weeknight or a weekend).

AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FOR TRAVEL AND PER DIEM ALLOWANCES

In order to pay for travel to athletic events, the members of the women's teams
had to sell candy bars and hold bake sales, while the men's teams traveled by
chartered bus at the university's expense.
The women's teams had to pay for their own transportation and meals, while the
university footed the bill for first class air fore for the men's football team.
Often, in part because of strikingly different funding mechanisms and levels for women's and men's sports,
there are wide discrepancies In the opportunities that female and male teams have for travel. Often the per diem
allowances for men are considerably higher than those for women.
Indeed, in some institutions, the women have no
per diem allowance.
Using different standards and providing different opportunities and amounts of travel money for female and
male teams is coming under increasing challenge.
Some people are proposing that all (or predominately) male teams
and all (or predominately) female teams travel together, and compete at the same institutions on the same days so
that travel costs are simultaneously shared and minimized.

ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS

if a woman accepted an athletic scholarship, she was automatically banned from many
competitive intercollegiate athletics.
Until the spring of 1973, the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) had a strict policy
forbidding female competitors in intercollegiate athletics from accepting an
financial aid that was based in whole
or part on athletic ability.
This policy grew out of a concern that the provision of scholarships or other financial assistance specifically designated for athletes created a strong potential for abuses which could be detrimental
to both the student and the quality of the institution's athletic program for women. Women saw the problems with
athletic scholarships for men and tried to avoid the same problems in women's intercollegiate athletics by banning
The different positions of the women's and men's athletic associations on the issue of
scholarships entirely.
scholarships are illustrative of the different approaches and traditions In women's and men's athletics.
The AIAW
policy was changed largely in response to a suit (Keilmeyer,_t_t_al. v._NfA et al.) brought by female tennis players
at Marymount College (Florida) who protested being denied the right to participate in the prestigious AIAW-sponsored
intercollegiate competition because they were recipients of athletic scholarships. Now the AIAW no longer prohibits
female athletes from accepting athletic scholarships.'/ An large part because this prohibition has been lifted, a number
of institutions now offer women athletic scholarships."
Athletic scholarships may come from a variety of sources; the impact of Title IX may vary according to the
source of income. For example, it seems clear that scholarships which come from general university funds, student
activity fees, etc. must be awarded in a nondiscriminatory manner.
That is, they could not provide different amounts
or types of aid, limit eligibility, apply different criteria or otherwise discriminate on the basis of sex.
Ihese
scholarships would have to reflect the Interest and capabilities of the student-athletes, regardless of sex.'
Although the Title IX regulations are not yet out (as of April 1974), they might allow an institution to offer singlesex scholarships for "affirmative action" purposes -- that Is, in an effort to overcome the effects of past discrimination. However, scholarships which are administered by a group outside the institution and which the university in
no way endorses, approves, lists or perpetuates can be limited to one sex.
A .elated issue to that of scholarships Is the availability of student employment. Providing different employment opportunities or options for female and male athletes or referring them differentially to Jobs on the basis of
sex would undoubtedly be deemed a violation of Title 1X, as well as of other legislation prohibiting sex discrimination
in employment.

RECRUITING ATHLETES

The regulations of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women state
that some "recruitment practices may be contrary to educational objectives" and clearly
forbid subsidizing campus visits of prospective student athletes.
The regulations
of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, on the other hand, permit the institution to subsidize recruiting athletes in a variety of ways.
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The practices surrounding recruiting male college athletes have periodically erupted In scandal over the years.
There is Increasing concern over recruitment practices at present because, according to the New York Times
(March 10, 1574), they are becoming more like a "frenzied slave market" as more and more athletic departments run
In the red.
Because of the cost and the pressure, forty-one colleges have dropped football In the past ten years.
The issue of sex discrimination does not rest on whether or not recruiting Is desirable. It rests on equality.
if an Institution feels that recruiting student athletes is not desirable, It may wish either to use
the pressure for equity to de-emphasize recruiting for males, or to begin recruiting female athletes with the same
intensity that they have been recruiting males.
For example,

MEDIA COVERAGE OF SPORTS

In some stadiums, women are not allowed In the press box, with the result that they
cannot adequately cover games.
Women at a prestigious western university protested so-called "honey shots" of
women spectators at sports events. The women said that they neither wanted nor
needed "the defense of their physical attractiveness by (the] sports Information
director or the media."

Women ata number of Institutions have raised the Issue that women's athletics have not received sufficient
coverage In university publications
(press releases, bulletins, newspapers, etc.) or that the public information
office of the Institution provides services for men's, but not women's athletics.
It seems clear that such university- sponsored or funded publications or services are bound by the university's obligation not to discriminat on
the basis of sex.

THE SELECTION OF SPORTS AND LEVELS OF COMPETITION

e A large midwestern university spent over $2,600,000 on its men's intercollegiate
athletic program. There was no comparable program for women's intercollegiate
athletics.
In fact, no university money whatsoever was officially spent on women's
intercollegiate athletics.
At a formerly all-female college, men compete In five sports (with an annual budget
of $4,750), while women have three sports (with a $2,060 budget).
A competitive athletic program often Includes sports at the varsity, junior varsity, freshman and occasionally
the intramural or club level.
The levet of competition offered is eApected to vary according to the skill level
of the participants and opportunities for competition.
However, because fewer women generally participate In competitive sports, their opportunity for competition at various levels is limited. As part of an "affirmative action"
or "remedial action" program concerning women's athletics, an institution might both encourage its own women students
to participate in athletics and encourage other institutions to develop competitive sports programs for women, so
that the women at a given institution would have greater options for competition.
Some people are recommending that institutions conduct periodic student surveys to determine the sports In
which members of each sex would desire to compete, the appropriate levels of competition, and whether teams should
be single sex or mixed. They argue that these assessments would provide institutions with guidance concerning
the most appropriate way to expand opportunities as women become more involved in competitive athletics. They further
argue that these surveys should be conducted yearly (perhaps using data processing cards at registration) so that the
athletic opportunities for women students are responsive to changing interest patterns. Opponents of this plan, however, say that such a survey would be difficult and expensive to administer and that It poses a governance problem.
They also fear that they would be forced to change the athletic opportunities available for men if male students were
similarly allowed to play a major role In determining what athletic opportunities were available to them.

THE CALL FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

Women's groups are saying that institutions should take affirmative action to overcome the effects of past discrimination in competitive athletics. Already there have been a number of changes In the athletic opportunities available to women in educational Institutions.
Several states have passed state laws to open up athletic opportunities
to women.
Others have expanded the opportunities available to women in response to pressure and complaints from civil
rights groups and women's gOoups, in addition, a groWing number of institutions are conducting studies to determine
the adequacy of the athletic opportunities that are available to women.
Women's groups argue that it Is not enough simply to expand the athletic opportunities for women somewhat.They
are urging institutions to take affirmative steps to encourage women to avail theMseives of the available opportunities
for competitive athletics. They stress that inttitutions shOOld use their facilities and services to the fullest to
4asSure-tubStootlel Piiqldipat1611 by women in toopetItive athletics,
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COMPETITIVE ATHLETICSt

suaLe SEX trIAMS VS, MIXED_ TEAMS

This issue Is as complex as it Is controversial. A number of organizations have taken stands on it, often for
very different reasons. The question of "coed teams" has generated more publicity and more court action than perhaps any other issue concerning women In sport.
Often people ask if the fact that a sport is a "contact sport" can be used to justify prohibiting women and men
from playing on the same team. Those who oppose coeducational contact sports generally base their opposition on a
concern fcrahe physical safety of the women or on the ide; that women and men should not be forced into "contact"
situations." Advocates of coeducational contact Sports point out that competitive athletics are, by their very
nature, closely supervised, and medical experts and physical educators say that the woman who is capable of making
a competitive team is no more susceptible to Injury than a man who is capable of making a team.
Also, there appears
to be no legal basis under Title IX for differentiating between contact and non-contact sports.
Pzrhaps it would be helpful to outline some of the factors that one might consider In evaluating which structure
mixed (coeducational) teams, single sex teams or some combination of the two -- Is most likely to provide equal
opportunity in competitive athletics for both women and men.
In evaluating these structures, Instit4tions may find it i-,nlpful to keep In mind that the
Impact of a policy or
practice must fall equally on both sexes.
In other wordi, does the policy have a disproportionate effett on one
sex or the other?

SHOULD ALL TEAMS BE COMPLETELY COEDUCATIONAL?

To some, complete Integration of the sexes In all sports would appear to be both the most simple and the least
discriminatory solution. Upon closer inspection, however, it becomes clear that, because of differences in training
and physiology, such an arrangment would effectively eliminate
opportunities for women to play in organized competitive athletics.
For these reasons, this alternative would not appear to be in line with the principle of equal
opportunity.

SHOULD THERE BE TWO TEAMS FOR EACH SPORT:

ONE FEMALE, ONE MALE?

One way In which an Institution might attempt to be in compliance with Title IX would be to operate parallel
male and female single sex teams (without discrimination in services, facilities, equipment, etc.) for each sport.
However, a major problem with this approach is that "separate-but-equal" has been generally considered Inherently
unequal_ since the Supreme Court outlawed racially segregated education in 1954.
In general, the only times that
"separate-but-equal" has been considered acceptable when sex discrimination was Involved has been In issues related
to privacy (such as the use of bathrooms, locker rooms, dressing rooms, etc.). Opponents of the "separate-but-equal"
approach have also criticized it because it does not allow the superior female athlete to compete on the male team
(which might well be the team with the highest ability level). Moreover, this alternative might be prohibitively
expensive.
Advocates of this alternative maintain that applying the "separate-but-equal" principle in competitive athletics
can be justified for sex discrimination (but not race discrimination) because there are general physical differences
between women and men (but not between blacks and whites). They maintain that women's athletics are different from
men's athletics, even when the game they are playing Is the same.
(As an example of this, they cite the different
strategies and skills that are Involved with women's and men's tennis.) Superior women athletes could not "move up"
to the men's team, so that the women's team would not be undercut by losing its best athletes.
A major advantage of the separate-but-equal team approach is that
because the two teams can operate In unison
In many areas, this approach might be a fast and effective way to rectify some of the current imbalances in resource
allocation and spectator interest. For example, a method of scoring modeled after that used in the Olympics has been
suggested by a number of people as a way to capitalize on the "two team" concept. Under this, female teams would
compete against female teams and male teams against male teams (alternating the game order, since the second game
Is generally the "star attraction"). The scores of the two contests would be totaled to determine the winning school.
For example, If a school's women's basketball team won 80 to 60 and the men's team lost by 55 to 70, then the school
would have won the competition by a five point margin (13S to 130).
Proponents of this approach point out that having
the two teams travel and compete together would minimize travel expenses and provide an incentive for those involved
with women's and men's athletics to work together more closely.

SHOULD THERE BE TWO PREDOMINATELY SINGLE SEX TEAMS, WITH :A PROVISION ALLOWING THE "UNDERDOG SEX" TO "COMPETE UP?"

This Idea has been suggested as a way to provide the superior female athlete with a chance to "compete up"
(that is coMpete for a posItit on the men's team)
ThiS mechanism would work In; the following manner: AssuMe that
'there are "teparate-butequal" teams for women and Men. However, the skill level of one team (for example, the men't
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Therefore, In this case, women could
team)is considerably higher than the skill level of the other (women's) team.
"compete up" but men could not "compete down." The result of this alternative would be two teams -- one team which
would be substantially male (but officially open to either sex) and one team open to women only.Ll (Of course, neither
team could be favored In terms of facilities, opportunities, etc.) This situation would be anaiagous In some ways
to the opportunity that members of the Junior varsity team often have to try out for the varsity, while the reverse
is not permitted.

Although this approach might provide the superior female athlete with the opportunity for the :Ighest level
In addition, some
competition, It has been criticized as administratively unwieldy and too complex to be workable.
women fear that this practice would have the effect of skins ing off the best players from the women's teams. Opponents of this approach also point out that, although the woman who makes the men's team is likely to be one of the best
players on the women's team, she Is not likely to be one of the best players on the men's team.

SHOULD THERE BE THREE TEARS:

ONE FEMALE, ONE MALE AND ONE MIXED? 22

Proponents of this "three team" approach maintain that it offers the best features of both the single sex and
mixed approaches. They argue that it would provide opportunities for students who want to compete on single sex
teams, as well as mixed teams.
In addition, they maintain that this alternative would provide the most students with
the opportunity to participate in competitive athletics. They argue that, If competitive athletics Is an important
part of the educational experience at an institution, as many students as possible should have the opportunity to
participate in them.
On the other hand, those who oppose this approach point out that having three teams for a sport could be prohibitively expensive. They also maintain that having three teams would dilute the available athletic talent and
In addition, they say that It would be difficult to find other insitutions
result in mediocre athletic contests.
with similarly structured teams to compete against, since this approach would require a rather large participation
Also, women's groups fear that, unless there is a requirement that the mixed team be fifty percent female,
rate.
it would become In effect a second all mole team.

IF THERE IS A SINGLE TEAM FOR A GIVEN SPORT, SHOULD IT BE SINGLE SEX OR MIXED?

The concept of "separate-but-equal" teams is complicated by the fact that women and men often have different
Generally institutions offer different competitive athletics for women and men based on the
Interest patterns.
For example, an institution might offer field hockey for women
assumption that they have different interests.
and football for men. Assuming equal opportunity, this situation poses no problem until a woman tries out for the
The institution is at this point faced with deciding
football team or a man tries out for the field hockey team.
whether it Is in the interest of equal opportunity to allow the member of the opposite sex to try out for the
"single sex" team.
Many people argue that not allowing the person to try out for the team would infringe on his or her individual
Others counter that the effect of this "open door" policy could well be discriminatory: that is, while
a good many men might qualify for the "women's" field hockey team, few (if any) women would qualify for the "men's"
football team. They argue that the effect of this two-way open door policy would be to provide substantially more
competitive athletic opportunities for more men than women and that, if men were allowed on the "women's" field
hockey team, the "women's" team might eventually be predominately male.
rights.

In trying to resolve this difficult situation and assess whether integrating the single sex team would be
discriminatory or in line with equal opportunity, an institution might examine the overall pattern of competitive
athietiC opportunities offered to women and men. An institution might, for example, decide to provide one fail
(This assumes that roughly equal facilities,
sport for each sex -- field hockey for women and football for men.
Based on this decision, the university might refuse women the
opportunities, etc. are provided for both teams.)
opportunity to participate on the football team and refuse men the opportunity to participate on the field hockey
team (especially if opening up both teams would have the effect of displacing a significant number of women but
few, if any, men).
The above reasoning assumes that there are
sports (e.g., field hockey/football) in a given
for keeping a team single sex does not apply.
to have separate teams for the same sport, then
on a competitive basis.

roughly comparable female and male teams and programs for similar
season.
If these "equal" opportunities do not exist, the argument
In fact, some people argue that, If there Is not sufficient interest
the institutions must open up the one team it does have to both sexes

SHOULD TEAMS BE BASED ON HEIGHT AND WEIGHT?

Although this structure does not officially depend on sex, the height/Weight categories (certainly the categories at'the extremes) would be virtually, single 'SOX. For competitive'athietics, thiS structure has been OltSeized beCause: ,

It might give the illusion of nondiscrimination, while at the same time perpetuating discrimination, especially if priority were given to the larger
height/weight teams (which would generally be all male).
It would require too many separate teams to be administratively feasible and it
would therefore be prohibitively expensive.
Some persons claim that there are valid physical differences (such as muscle
mass) between the sexes, even between women and men of the same height and
weight.
Although this arrangement Is probably not practical or desirable for all competitive athletics, a number of
people maintain that it would be a viable option for intramural, non-competitive and instructional programs.

WHAT OTHER ALTERNATIVES ARE THERE?

In the July 1973 Issue of Ms. magazine, Brenda Feigen Fasteau, a lawyer for the American civil Liberties UniOn
Women's Rights Project, identifies several other options, all of which she finds unacceptable:43
A system involving ability-determined first and second-string teams.
She finds
this inequitable because it would probably result in two all or predominately
male teams, with no Increased opportunities for women.
A first-string team that is sex-integrated and a second-string all-female team.
This might be criticized for discriminating against men.
A first-string team based on ability with a second-string team that was evenly
divided between women and men. Fasteau does not favor this approach because
it would have the result of favoring boys by virtually assuring them one and
a half out of the two teams.
A quota system requiring half females and half males. This system, she feels,
would cause a variety of problems, among them "Intrateam ostracizing
of the
(women) who dilute the overall performance and interteam exploitation of the
'weaker sex' by members of the opposing team."

There Is considerable disagreement among physical educators, legal experts and women's groups about .hat Is
the best approach to this difficult and complex problem. Other alternatives not mentioned here may evolve as the
issue is studied more closely and as various approaches are put into practice. Women's groups are stressing that it
Is espeCially important to look at the results and effects of policies,as well as the policies themselves, to determine if there is equal athletic opportunity for women.

COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS:

THE FUNDING OF PROGRAMS

The issue of funding is central to the issue of equality. Although there may not be a one-to-one relationship
between the amount of money expended and equal opportunity, it seems certain that funding levels and mechanisms will
need to be studied in evaluating the degree of inequity for women In sport.
Some women's groups are pressing for an "equal expenditure" standard. Using this principle, institutions would
be required to spend the same amount of money per student or per participating athlete for females and males.
They
argue that this is the best way to make certain that women and men
have equal opportunities.
In contrast to this
point of view, some athletic associations argue that revenue producing sports should be partially or totally exempt
from the requirements of Title IX.
Perhaps the crux of the problem concerning funding women's intercollegiate athletics is that, with a finite
amount of money available for intercollegiate athletics, providing more equal funding for women's teams may mean that
Institutions cannot afford to continue to fund men's teams at high levels.
The Issues Involved with the funding of programs -- where the money comes from, how much Is allocated and what
It is used for -- are both complex and closely Interrelated. The following outlines some of the Important areas.
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THE SOURCES OF FUNDS

At a western state university the men's athletic program is funded as a
line item in the regular budget. The women's program, however, must
compete with the chess club to receive student activities fees.
At one large state institution, only $5,000 of the $68,000 raised
by student fees for athletics was allocated for women's programs,
even though about 50 percent of the student body was fenaie.
The sources of funds for athletics vary greatly from campus to campus; often the sources of funds for women's
and men's athletics on the same campus are dramatically different. Although this situation makes providing equal
opportunity a more aiiPliTlIsue, it Is doubtful that havin!! different sources of funding for women's and men's
competitive athletics Is In Itself a violation of Title IX,provided thpt such funding does not have a disproportionate effect on the basis of sex In terms of programs, facilities, etc.24
the athletic programs for women and men
are funded in different ways, the burden to prove that this complex funding pattern does not discriminate on the
basis of sex Is likely to Ile with the institution.
The funds for intercollegiate athletics may come from such diverse sources as a line item in the institution's
budget, student activities fees, revenue generated by athletic events, the athletic department (which is generally
all male), the women's or men's physical education department, or from fund raising activities.
(In addition, of
course, funds for the support o! intercollegiate athletics may also be "hidden" in the institution's budget in a
number of ways -- maintenance on the stadium, practice gyms and fields; health care provided by the university
health service; salaries of coaches or trainers; giving athletes special consideration for scholarships or student
A study of the "Status of Funding of Women's intercollegiate Athletics" (Journal
employment; and so forth.)
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, October 1973) found that the most frequently mentioned "beilnTraing
source was a line allocation from the school budget. However, only 25 percent of the programs received funding from
this source. A far larger proportion (41 percent) depended on student activity fees. Those that were funded from
these fees In general expressed a high degree of dissatisfaction because of a lack of consistency and security In
funding from year to year.
In addition to its inconsistency (especially If allocation Is governed by the student government), using student
activity fees differentially for women's and men's athletics may pose a problem with students.
Since this money is
designated for student activities, its allocation can expect to come under fire from women on campus when it does
not fund women's athletics at a reasonable level, compared to the men's program. At one state institution, for
example, women students protested the allocation to man's athletics of 86 percent of the $115,000 earmarked for
athletics. At other institutions, women are protesting having their student activities fee "automatically" buy them
(This money is then treated as "revenue" from these sports.)
entrance to men's Intercollegiate athletic events.

THE SOURCES OF FUNDS:

REVENUE PRODUCING SPORTS

Athletic organizations and some university representatives argue that revenue producing sports (such as football
and basketball) should be exempted from the requirements of Title IX either entirely or to the extent that any
revenue produced Is used to perpetuate that sport.45 They argue that, even though these teams are all-male, they
are in a class by themselves. They fear that certain sports revenues would decrease if the fund raisers couldn't
promise the funds would be spent on the teams they had traditionally supported. They feel that this would cause a
Women's
particular problem in colleges where revenues from one sport support other competitive sports as well.
groups contend that such exemptions would perpetuate the status sla. They point out that the effect of allowing reveFor example,
nue to be retained for the expenses of a particular team would have a substantial discriminatory effect.
members of a men's basketball team might have their uniforms and travel expenses covered, while members of the women's
basketball team might have to pay for their own uniforms and travel out of their own pockets (as indeed many wocen
in addition, some women's groups maintain that, if revenue producing sports are exempted in some
athletes now do).
way from the requirements of Title IX because they resemble business activities more than educational programs,
these sports do not belong on a college campus in the first place.
It might be helpful _to
It is not yet clear what position HEW's Office for Civil Rights will take on this issue.
examine what might happen In two different fact situations -- i.e., when a sport runs in the red and in the black:2"

When a Competitive Sport Makes a Profit: Assume that the income from a sport was $500,000
and that the total cost of maintaining that sport was $450,000. This leaves a profit of
$50,000.
(1) If revenue producing sports were exempted totally, this $50,000 could be used in
(However, If this $50,000 profit were funneled back to the
In any manner whatsoever.
college for general expenses or for other sports programs, it would probably be subject
to the same nondiscrimination requirements as other general Institutional funds.)
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If revenue sports were exempt only to the extent that they are self-financing, the
institution would be required to use only the profit ($50,000) in a nondiscriminatory
manner.
(For example, excess revenues from male Intercollegiate athletics could not be
used to support only other male sports -- a practice that women's groups charge Is
common.)
(3)
If revenue productng competitive athletics were not exempted at all,
the entice $500,000 would have to be used In a nondiscriminatory manner.
(2)

Assume that the income from a sport was $100,000
This results In a
$75,000 deficit.
Also assume that the Institution followed the common practice of underwriting this deficit.
(I)
Even If revenue producing sports were totally exempt, the institution would probably be under considerable pressure to include the $75,000 subsidy of the sport In their assessment of female and male athletic opportunities.
(2)
If revenue producing sports were exempt only to the extent that they are selffinanced, the institution would undoubtedly be required to include this $7S,000 subsidy In evaluating equal opportunity.
(3)
If revenue producing competitive athletics
were not exempt at all, women's groups argue that the entire $175,000 would have to
be accounted for in a nondiscriminatory manner.
a tomo_etitive__Soor

_the Red

niPthat the total cost of ma ntalning that sport was $175,000.

The above examples are considerably more simple than actual funding situations.
In most Institutions the
cost of maintaining revenue producing competitive athletics is interwoven into a variety of budget categories -the maintenance department, the phystcai education and/or athletic departments, capital expendituros (for stadiums, etc.), equipment, etc.
Separating out the extent (in dollars and cents) to which a given sport is supported
by an institution Is no simple task.
In addition, It would be necessary to define what expenses would be included In the "self-financed" definition.
For example, would funds for athletic scholarships be treated like salaries and included In this definitton of
"self-financing?"

One final point to keep In mind is that, no matter what position the government takes on the issue of revenue
producing sports, an
institution could not differentially allow teams of one sex or the other to engage in revenue
producing sports.27

THE SIZE OF THE 8U4GETS

At a large state university In the northwest,
women's sports recetved only
nine-tenths of one percent of the institutions twl million dollar athletic
budget ($18,000), even though over forty percent of the undergraduate students
were women.

At a major state untversity, over 1300 times as much was spent for men's
intercollegiate athletics than for women's.
Although they may have once had some validity, the reasons most often given for funding women's athletics at
a low level often do not hold up under scrutiny.
It has been shown that, given encouragement and ample opportunity,
female students become interested In athletic programs.
They practice seriously and strenuously.
Given ample support and publIcity, women's sports can create as much spectator interest as men's sports.
For example, girls' basketball In Iowa Is a major sport, and outdraws boys' basketball.
Disparities between the budgets for women and men are a central concern when evaluating an institution's
athletic program. These disparities may take the form of differences in either the total amount of money spent on
women's and men's sports or the amount of money allocated per sport for women and men. A recent study reported in
the Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation (October 1973) found that the average annual budget for all
of women s atrIleti-cs at institutions was $8,905 (or about a dollar per student). However, the average "optimal" budget
for women's athletics was $21,600, well over twice the actual budget.
In comparison with the budgets of many men's
athlettc departments, even this "higher" figure seems modest indeed.
It is likely that women's sports will requite considerable budget Increases to provide fair opportunities to
women students, especially when new programs are being "geared up." However, it is unlikely that women's competitive sports will require, in the near future, the Identical funds that men's competive sports now require. According to the New York times (March 15, 1974), nine out of every ten college athletic departments (which are generally
all or predominently male) run at a deficit - a deficit which is usually covered by university operating funds.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) estimates that the current annual deficit of Its members Is
almost fifty million dollars,

The issue of equal opportunity for worno, can provide an opportunity to assess the total athletic program (for
both women and men) in light e the gOals and objectives of the institution.

THE USE OF THE FUNDS

At a private New England College the budget for the male (but not the female) teams
included funds for travel.
The women had to hold bake sales, sell Christmas trees
and seek donations in order to fund their travel.
Women In competitive athletics commonly report that their budgets do not cover (or do not cover adequately)
a variety of Items that are covered In the men's budgets.
Commonly cited as examples of this are Inequities In
iliocatlons for travel, equipment and uniforms, as well as for scholarships and recruitment.
Problems In this area are related to the fact that often competitive athletic programs for women and men are
administered separately, receive very different per student or per sport allocations, and receive their money
from different sources.
Some women's groups are concerned that institutions will attempt to Justify differences
In the use of funds for female and male athletics because they are run by separate departments or receive their funds
from different sources.
The implication of having separate administrative mechanisms or budgets for women's and
men's athletics is that It would be essential for the parallel departments to coordinate their budgets very closely.
(it Is also not clear whether or not Title IX will allow two separate administrative structures to exist.)

"SEPARATE-BUT-EQUAL" ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES IN ATHLETIC AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS) AND GOVERNING ASSOCIATIONS
At a large midwestern football power the men's sports programs are controlled by the
athletic department while the women's programs are under the auspices of the physical
education department.

At a western state university the women's athletic department is an administrative
subsection of the men's department.
Men's intercollegiate athletics are governed by the National Collegiate Athletic Association while women's Intercollegiate athletics are governed by the rules of the
Association for intercollegiate Athletics for Women (which IS a division of the Division for Girls and Women's Sports of the American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation). The rules of these two organizations vary considerably.
Federal policy does not mandate specific administrative structures for athletics; It Is rightfully the
perogative of an institution to establish its own mechanisms for implementing its philosophy concerning sport.
What the government does require, however, is that the philosophy concerning sport be applied equally for women
and men and that the implementing mechanisms not have a discriminatory impact on one sex or the other.
The main structural problem In sports and athletics revolves around the "separate-but-equal" question.
It Is
not uncommon for an institution to have distinct departments or divisions for women's and men's competitive and
non-competitive athletics --or to have a department for men's athletics only (with women's athletics handled by the
women's physical education department). Also in general women's and men's competitive athletics are governed by
different associations with different rules, regulations and policies.
The pros and cons of "separate-but-equal" administrative governing structures are complex.
There are sincere
debates concerning whether the principle of equal opportunity would best be served by having one single integrated
structure for both sexes, or by separate structures for each sex.
Proponents for separate structures argue that
Merging them would mean that women would lose whatever control they now have over women's sports.
They argue that
merger would mean "submerger" (1.e., that men would more completely dominate the nature of sport for women, while
women would still have no control over men's sports). Advocates of integrating the two structures argue that combining the two structures would give women's athletics a welcome boost and would force institutions to proMote
women, as well as men, to positions of responsibility. Still other's argue that, while there is no justification for
separate structures regarding non-competitive programs,
single sex structures and goveening assoClatiOns should
be permitted for competItive"athletics to the extent that single sex competitive athletics are permitted.
Many of
the arguments concerning "separatebut7-equal" single sex teams can he applied to this situation as well
In many instances women have had little influence at 010 policy making level even in their own programs because
they are sparsely represented (if they are represented at all) on boards of dleeCtOrS4 athletit councilS and other
deti$100 making bod/es. SoMe worsen in physical eclUeatiOn say that the meager role they play in making decisions'

concerning women in sport has a discriminatory impact that outweighs that of unequal salaries and discriminatory
promotion policies.
Some institutions have been reticent to challenge policies or practicles mandated by athletic conferences or
association, even though they have a discriminatory impact on women. Although athletic conferences and associations are not directly prohibited from discrimination under Title IX, Institutions cannot rely on conference regulations as an excuse or rationale for discriminatory practices In their athletic and sports programs. institutions
must provide non discriminatory programs regardless of conference rules and regulations.
For example, the difTeTential association or conference requirements for each sex concerning eligibility for financial aid or for participation in intercollegiate sports do not absolve the institution from the obligation to treat the sexes equally.
Many educators and women are fearful that institutions might automatically follow the practices of the male
associations and conferences when they adopt uniform standards and policies to cover both sexes. They urge instituticvls to use this opportunity for reevaluation to ensure that new uniform policies are Indeed nondiscriminatory
and are in line with the educational philosophy of the college.

WHAT CONSTITUTES EQUALITY FOR WOMEN EMPLOYEES IN SPORT?
The legal basis for providing equal employment opportunities for women in sport is well established.28
Federal laws and policy forbid educational Institutions from discriminating against employees on the basis of
sex In hiring, upgrading, salaries, fringe benefits, training or all other conditions of employment.49 institutions which violate these statutes and regulations face losing federal monies, having federal funds delayed, being
debarred from receiving federal monies in the future, and possible court action.
Discrimination against women physical educators and coaches has, perhaps more obviously than
ment discrimination, a dual impact.
to addition to discrimination against the woman employee, the
suffers as well because many physical activities have traditionally been segregated by sex in the
sex discrimination in employment in sport often meals that women students are denied the benefits
ing, Instruction, and other athletic opportunities.

any other employwoman student
past. For example,
of adequate coach-

The 14:flowing examples of employment discrimination are not intended to be exhaustive. Instead, they are
intended to illustrate some of the unique ways in which employment discrimination against women In sport occurs.

'MIRING

A woman who had worked for several years in the women's physical education department
applied for an opening on the men's athletic staff.
ThouO qualified for the Job,
she was not even considered.
Instead, a recent male graduate was hired.
In the past many physical education and athletic programs have followed a policy of hiring only women to teach
or coach women and only men to teach or coach men.
It Is becoming increasingly clear that there is no legal justification for this policy.30 Of course, the right of privacy of both employees and students would be protected
(i.e., women and men would not be required to use the same bathroom or locker room facilities at the same time).
The lack of these facilities could not be used as a justification for excluding one sex or the other.

LENGTH OF APPOINTMENTS

The men In the athletic department are given 12 month appointments, while the women
can only negotiate 9 month contracts.
While an institution might have legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for negotiating contracts of different
lengths with different employees, offering different conditions or options on the basis of sex would undoubtedly
be Judged illegal.

SALARIES AND COMPENSATION

A woman was paid half of what a male was paid to officiate In the same game.
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At a manor midwestern university the men's athletic director Is paid $10,000 more
than the women's athletic director, even though they perform essentially the same work..
Coaches at a state university in the south are paid to coach the men's teams. The
coaches for the women's teams are not paid to coach' they are paid as physical education
instructors only, and coach (without compensation) in addition to their full-time
teaching responsibilities.
The women's basketball coach at a small New Jersey state college is paid considerably
less than her male counterpart.
The male coaches, but not the female coaches, receive extra duty pay and/or "release
time" to coach.
All of these examples are variations on the same theme:
are to coach or teach men.

women are paid less to coach or teach women than men

The law mandates equal pay for equal work (which is generally defined In terms of the skill, effort and responsibility Involved). Judging equal pay is
relatively simple matter when evaluating two people officiating at
the same game and performing the same tasks.'
Similarly, it is not difficult to compare a female and male tennis
coach (who perform the same functions for the female and male teams, respectively). It Is somewhat more difficult
to compare an individual male football coach to an individual woman tennis coach, however. It Is not clear whether
the government enforcement agencies will make such comparisons. Howe7J7if male coaches as a group are consistently
paid at a higher rate than women coaches as a group, the question of a pattern of discrimination arises.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT, PROMOTION AND TENURE

Preference for the position of athletic director was given to candidates who had
risen through the ranks of the football coaching staff -- a career ladder from
which women were excluded.
The women's athletic director is an associate professor, while her male counterpart is a full professor.
Many women charge that they are shit out of opportunity for advancement In the athletic hierarchy before they
even get started. For example, It is a common practice to require candidates for the position of athletic director
to have experience coaching football (or to give preference to those candidates who have this experience). Women,
however, have been excluded from football coaching Jobs.
Such a promotional or hiring pattern might be judged illegal,
unless the institution could prove that women had not been excluded from these positions In the past. This practice
might also be challenged on the basis of whether or not experience in coaching football is essential to performing
the duties of an athletic director.
In no event, however, could qualified women be denied on the basis of sex the
opportunity to be members of the football staff In the future.
In addition, many woman have a lower rank than their similarly qualified male counterparts who do essentially
the same work. One would expect this sort of inequity to be resolved as a part of the campus affirmative action plan.

AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORT SERVICES AND BENEFITS

While the women's athletic director is aided by one student assistant for 15 hours
a week and has about 200 square feet of work space, the male athletic director has an
assistant, a civil service bookkeeper, a business manager, five secretaries and a
suite of offices.
Lack of sufficient support services can perpetuate discrimination against women in sport. For example, athletic
programs and student interest In these programs do not develop partly because of inadequate support services. At
the same time, the small size of the program and lack of student interest are used to justify the continued Inadequate support services. It is clear that the mandate for equal athletic opportunity calls for breaking this cycle
by providing sufficient services so that the sport program for women might develop.
Also, the principle of nondiscrimination applies to opportunities for research, opportunities to attend confer
ences and professional meetings, etc.

***
THERE IS NO- SIMPLE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION. "WHAT CONSTITUTES EQUALITY FOR WOMEN IN SPORT?" THE ISSUES ARE
COMPLEX AND MANY OF THE PROBLEMS ARE NOT EASILY RESOLVED. THERE IS A STRONG MANDATE FROM FEDERAL LA119
ADMINISTRATORS; PHYSICAL EDUCATORS, WOMEN ATHLETES AND WOMEN'S GROUPS, HOWEVER, FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CHANGE;
EQUITY DEMANDS THAT WOMEN BE GIVEN A "SPORTING CHANCE."
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The Project on the Status and Education of Women of the Association of American Colleges began
operations in September of 1971. The Project provides a clearinghouse of information concerning
women in education and works with institutions, government agencies, and other associations and
programs affecting women in higher educatiOn. The Project is funded by the Carnegie Corporation
01 New York, the Danforth Foundation, and the Exxon Education Foundation.. : Publication of these
materials-doeS not necessarily constitute endorsement by AAC or any of the foundations which

NO the Project
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